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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, theoretical studies of toners for Canon printers are carried out. To do this, brands of toners produced by 

a number of toner manufacturers were identified. Documents printed from the printer must be of good quality, clean 

and accurate. It depends on the type of printer and the quality of the toner. The most widely used printer in Uzbekistan 

is the Canon printer. For this reason, we analyzed the toner powder used in Canon printers. This is possible when 

choosing a font for typing. So, the same amount of text of the same size, but different sizes gives a radically different 

consumption of materials. 

Practical recommendations for those who will select toner for CB435A and CB436A cartridges on their own, without 

the opportunity and time for lengthy experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, the demand for printers is growing. The reason is that printers are of great importance in the era of rapid 

development. Documents printed on printers are distinguished by quality, legibility and accuracy. It depends on the 

type of printer and the quality of the toner. 

To date, a number of companies produce several types of printers. For example: EPSON, Samsung, 

Kyocera, XEROX, RICOH, HP, Brother, Canon, Lexmark, etc. 

The most widely used printer in Uzbekistan is the Canon printer. For this reason, we analyzed the toner 

powder used in Canon printers. 

Toner is a black or colored powder with special properties, which is transferred using the electrographic 

principle to a pre-charged photo drum in a special way and forms a visible image on it, which is then transferred to 

paper. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Toner is the ink used in a laser printer. It is made in the form of resin and iron powder. First, the powder falls on the 

photo drum, and from there on to the paper. 

To ensure good print quality, the printer needs to be refilled regularly. There are two ways: replace the 

cartridge or refill the old one with ink or toner. This procedure is quite complicated, but you can learn how to refill 

an old cartridge - this will help save on the regular purchase of a new one [1,2]. 
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To study the composition of the toner yourself, you will need a good quality microscope. This is the only way to 

see very small granules. Those, in turn, are made up of a core and a polymer shell, as well as various purposes and the 

action of additional additives. 

The core itself is made from paraffin, which allows it to melt and act as a lubricant. This allows the sheets to 

"slide" between the rollers and not stick to their surface. 

The shell binds even smaller parts of different chemical composition into one whole around the nucleus. 

Polymer base Binding around the core of smaller parts 

Charge regulator Used to get the right powder charge 

Magnetite 
Increases toner tolerance during printing, imparts magnetic properties, and reduces 

toner dustiness. 

Dyes Used in color laser cartridges to give the desired shade 

Modifiers 
Ensuring resistance to temperature and the correct "behavior" of the particles when it 

rises. Can be made from: polyethylene, wax, polypropylene, plastics. 

Additives Special additives for various purposes 

 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

One of the most important characteristics is "quality". There are three options in this direction: 

 The original toner is produced directly by the manufacturer of printing equipment. In most cases, it is not sold 

separately, but only complete with a cartridge. Another disadvantage of this option is the high cost, which “scares 

away” the owners of the equipment. 

 Compatible powder is produced by different companies that comply with brand requirements for the properties 

and characteristics of the product. You can buy this product in packaged form. The main advantage, of course, 

will be the price of the product. It is much lower than the original version. If your printer model is very new, then 

finding a replacement toner for it can be problematic. 

 Counterfeit consumables are also found on the market. Such ink greatly reduces print quality and can also cause 

serious damage. We recommend buying products only from trusted brands and in reliable places. 

 Separately, it is worth talking in detail about the magnetic and non-magnetic type of toner. 

 The magnetic one is transferred from the tube to the photo roller by a magnetic roller, and given that they both 

have direct contact with each other, in this case there is no intermediary. This type of toner and transfer 

mechanism is used by all modern laser printers. 

 Non-magnetic toner is delivered using a "middleman" also called a "developer". "On its own" the powder will not 

be able to get to the surface of the drum without it. 

 A laser printer needs a toner - a pigment powder that is used in this printing technology. During printing, this 

powder is applied to the photo drum, which is responsible for transferring the image to paper. After a few refills 

of the old cartridge, you may need to change the photo drum itself - this part can be easily found in specialized 

stores. The fact is that toner particles remain on the photo drum, and when they accumulate too much, printing 

defects begin to appear: gray stripes, dots, gray background. Most photo drums can withstand several refills and 
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print up to 3,000 pages, some up to 5,000 or even 9,000. It is better to buy original cartridges and ink with toners. 

Very often, when using non-original consumables, the manufacturer's warranty burns out. The fact is that 

materials from unverified manufacturers can damage the printer or significantly degrade print quality. For 

example, bad toner will settle on the photo drum very quickly and lead to defects [3,4]. 

Many indicators affect the consumption of toner refilled in a cartridge. The main ones are: font, its size, saturation (bold). 

It is logical that the larger the size and the selection with a more saturated color is applied, the consumption increases. For 

example, the use of "bold" letters entails a decrease in the resource by a quarter. With the right approach to the print setup 

process, you can reduce the amount of powder used by a third. 

This is possible when choosing a font for typing. So the same amount of text of the same size, but different sizes gives a 

radically different consumption of materials. 

You can first buy toner for a Canon printer, in a small volume, and conduct independent testing. Research should focus on: 

 on the density of printing in black fillings of pictures; 

 to the background level; 

 on the efficiency of transferring text or drawing to the media; 

 on the reliability of fixing the powder on paper; 

 on the intensity of toner usage in different printing modes. 

Or you can just call the service center and consult with a specialist. The Canon cartridge, which was refilled with Hi-Blak 

1005/1006 toner, shows decent results both in text printing and in reproduction of black and white images. The original 

Canon toner, HP CP-1025, is successfully replaced with powder, and the print quality will be close to the parameters 

declared by the company. 

The main characteristics that Canon C toner should have are: 

 have a magnetic component; 

 positive charge; 

 styrene-acrylic base; 

 mechanical production. 

Ideally, toners with similar characteristics should be suitable for refilling Canon consumables. In fact, in addition to the 

chemical composition of the toner, its geometric parameters, melting temperature and the effect on certain systems of the 

mechanism are of considerable importance. Therefore, the choice of powder, without taking into account the characteristics 

of the system components, can not only produce poor-quality printing, but also reduce the resources of the device elements 

involved in the process [5,6]. 

The fine powder used in the printing blocks of laser printers is not only a banal ink, but also an active substance that 

interacts with many components of the device system. Therefore, toner for a Canon printer is in contact: 
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 with the surface of the photodrum; 

 with magnetic shaft; 

 with a dosing blade and a cleaning knife; 

 with charge roller, etc. 

For some components, Canon cartridge toner is a kind of lubricant, but many elements of the system suffer from regular 

interaction with solid powder particles. When the resource is exhausted, such parts of the mechanism must be replaced. 

The algorithm for applying toner to a laser printer cartridge is as follows: 

 The precharge roller charges the photo drum with the opposite charge to the toner. 

 The magnetic roller "scoops" the toner from the hopper and transfers it to the surface of the photocell in places 

where the laser "painted" the image for printing. 

 The powder from the drum falls onto the paper and that into the oven, where the text or pattern is fixed under the 

influence of temperature. 

 The rest of the paint remaining on the surface of the photo roller is moved to the mining compartment. 

 RESULTS 

The choice of toner for Canon printers is also of great importance, first of all, the model of cartridges. This is because the 

printer name is the same, but the cartridge model is different. This in turn guarantees the good quality of the toner in the 

cartridge during the printing process. Below are some cartridge models: CE285A, CE285X, CE278A, CE278X, CE255A, 

CE255X, CB435A, CB436A, Q1338A, CF283A, CF283X, CF226A, CF226X, CE285A, 737, 712, 713, 725 and 725. 

Of the listed cartridges, we selected two models: CB435A, CB436A. All tests are done with a CB435A starter cartridge in 

a new Sanon printer. 

 The CB435A cartridge differs from the CB436A cartridge in the position and shape of the plastic "keys" on the 

body. In addition to preventing one cartridge from being installed in place of another, these "keys" support the 

drum section of the printer. The left “key”, when installing the cartridge, additionally activates the mechanism for 

supplying the contact block to the chip. Thus, the removal of these keys leads to the fact that the drum section 

"hangs" in the printer and the terminal block is not connected to the chip. The contact block of the chip has a 

mechanical connection with the microswitch in the printer, so without its supply to the chip, the printer does not 

work. Conclusion - simple ways to install one cartridge instead of another or make a "universal" cartridge will not 

work. 

 The CB435A Starter Cartridge has approximately half the waste hopper capacity of the CB436A Starter 

Cartridge. In a 1500 page replacement cartridge, the hopper should have a larger capacity. 

 Toner weight in the 700 page starter cartridge is 47.6 g. The 1500 page replacement cartridge should have 

approximately 90 g of toner. 

 The toners tested above, which were poorly fixed by the LJ P1505N printer, are better fixed by the LJ P1006 
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printer. However, in the opinion of the author, such a fixation cannot be considered satisfactory. For this reason, 

the full test was carried out with only two compatible toners, which previously performed satisfactorily. Below 

are the toner selection results for CB435A: 

I. Original toner. 

 Print density - 1.50; 

 Background level - 2.2%; 

 Toner consumption - 46.2 mg/page; 

 Transfer efficiency - 92%; 

 Approximate amount of waste at the end of the toner in a 1500 page replacement cartridge is 7 g. 

II. Toner HP LJ1200 manufactured by SCC (T-HP-LJ1200-SC). 

 Print density of solid fills - 1.19 (when printing text, the density is higher); 

 Background level - 1.0%; 

 Toner consumption -21.6 mg/page; 

 Transfer efficiency - 87%; 

 Filling weight, at which the otkhodnik of a replaceable cartridge for 1500 pages will not overflow - 54 g; 

 Fixing - a little worse than the original. 

DISCUSSIONS 

Due to the growing demand for printers, a number of brands have launched the production of toners [7,8]. 

No Toner 
Type 

Manufacturer 

1 
Hiblack universal 

toner 
Malaysia 

2 Toner HP LJ Master 

3 Toner T102 Profile 

4 Toner MPT10 USA 

5 MASTER toner Universal 

6 Toner Kuroi Japan 

7 Toner TRH1505 Static control 

8 
B&W Premium 

Toner 
Russia 

9 Toner D103 Profile 

10 Toner AQC 286 USA 

11 Toner D113 Gala print 

12 Toner M102 Mitsubishi 

13 Toner H1606TNR Static control 
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Summary - text print density is slightly lower than the original, but will satisfy most users; the print density of solid fills is 

satisfactory; low toner consumption; if you fill more than 54 g of toner, then there is a possibility of overflow of the 

otkhodnik; should not pollute the oven. 

Toner HP LJP2015 manufactured by SCC (T-HP-LJP2015-SC-BOT-150G). 

 Print density of solid fills - 1.26 (when printing text, the density is higher); 

 Background level - 2.3%; 

 Toner consumption - 25.4 mg/page; 

 Transfer efficiency - 88%; 

 Refueling weight, at which the otkhodnik will not overflow - 58 g; 

 Fixing - like the original. 

 Summary - not perfect, but the best choice of toners tested; text print density is slightly lower than the original, 

but will satisfy most users; the print density of solid fills is satisfactory; low toner consumption; if the toner is filled with 

more than 58 g, then there is a possibility of overflow of the otkhodnik; should not pollute the oven. 

 There are no other differences between CB435A and CB436A cartridges. 

 Practical recommendations for those who will select toner for CB435A and CB436A cartridges on their own, 

without the opportunity and time for lengthy experiments. 

 Pour a few grams of toner into the hopper, assemble the cartridge, and print a solid page. If the toner smears on 

the page with your finger, try another toner. If the fixing is normal, then fill the cartridge with approximately 50 grams of 

toner (30 grams for the CB435A starter cartridge) to eliminate the risk of overfilling the waste outlet. When the cartridge is 

returned for refilling, look at the waste hopper filling and decide if it makes sense to increase the filling weight. Of course, 

it is fair to warn the client that the cartridge will print paler and that there is less toner, but because of the pale print, it 

should work out its 1500-2000 pages. 

 The main physical difference in their properties is the "correctness" of the shape and size of the particles. In 

mechanical toners, the particles are shapeless and have a fairly wide range of individual particle sizes. In chemical toners, 

on the other hand, most of the particles have a regular shape (not necessarily spherical) and a narrow size distribution. 

 When printing a page of solid black fill with all the toners tested below, except for the original, the following 

effect is observed - at the beginning of the page (parallel to the leading edge) - a band of fill that is denser than on the rest 

of the sheet. The width of the strip is equal to the circumference of the magnetic shaft. This is a typical situation when the 

fluidity of the toner is lower than necessary. This effect also causes text to appear denser than solid fills. 
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